
EGYPTIAN VALUES ESSAY

Free Essay: Every individual experiences the act of death, and most persons An anthropologist can extract social values
of a given culture, past or present.

About 6 percent are Christians, who are indistinguishable in other respects from the Muslims. Currently the
Virgin Mary is revered, and many churches are dedicated to her. Many of the old marriage contracts have been
found, and they were registered and signed by three officers. The country is separated from its neighbors by
either ocean or sparsely populated desert. The main national associations are the professional syndicates for
doctors, lawyers, teachers, agricultural officials, and others. In and further treaties with the United Kingdom
led to international recognition of Egypt's independence, and it joined the League of Nations in  But equality is
not determined only by law. Once you're able to understand and respect their values, traveling in Egypt will be
even fuller of enjoyment and excitement. Egypt is a "dominant party" system in which one party regularly
controls an enormous majority in Parliament. Other tasks e. All these sweet fragments are the best part of the
visit to Egypt program and will remain with you as a memory forever. A man would carry gifts to the house of
his intended bride and, if the gifts were accepted, she would take up residence with him. In the Christian
tradition, one theme of fasting is the domination of the body and of emotions by the mind in order to reach a
greater purity. There has been considerable increase in the use of the coastline, initially by foreign tourists and
now increasingly as a vacation area for the Egyptian elite. The dominant symbols in the formal and
semiformal sphere derive mainly from aspects of Egypt's history, especially the Pharaonic and Islamic periods.
Although the form of female genital mutilation varies, surveys suggest that about 97 percent of Egyptian
females, both Christians and Muslims, are affected. Warmth and Hospitality Egypt has amazing natural,
historical and cultural attractions, so tourism is one of the main sources of income, especially before the
revolution. Here people put special respect for the family value and family relation. Various feminist and
human rights groups, however, are active in promoting legal change in areas of discrimination against women.
As the Khat and the Ka were created at the same time, the Ka would be unable to journey to The Field of
Reeds if it lacked the physical component on earth. About 25 percent of the gross domestic product comes
from industry and about 18 percent from agriculture. In rural Upper Egypt in particular, disputes between
extended families over property and power can develop into feuds. Ancient Egyptians were a people who were
intensely religious, deeply divided by gender roles and a strong hierarchy, and quite advanced for their period
in terms of their technological and economic innovations. The authority here is the word of God as found in
the Koran. Grandparents and other members of the extended family play an active role in bringing up children.
During this month, Muslims fast from sunrise to sunset, focusing on praying and doing charity work. Various
makes of automobile are assembled in Egypt. The Egyptians believed that joy and happiness were legitimate
goals of life and regarded home and family as the major source of delight. Marriage in ancient Egypt was a
religious obligation. A year later the monarchy was abolished and a republic established. Mass Culture and
Modernism in Egypt ,  To the north is the Mediterranean Sea, and to the east the Red Sea. There are also many
small private workshops producing shoes, door frames, furniture, clothing, aluminum pots, and similar items
for local consumption. Arrangements among heirs, particularly brothers and sisters, however, may result in a
different outcome. Each god or goddess was linked to one or more places where monumental temples were
built to house their images. Other religious holidays include Moulid an-Nabi, commemorating the birth of the
prophet Muhammad, which is especially important for sufis; and Islamic New Year, the first day of the month
of Moharram. The first drink is sometimes called a "greeting. Their systems of religion and technological
innovation helped not only to leave a permanent impression on the world, but also served to mold both the
civilizations that directly followed it as well as society today. Arguably the process continues still, as Egypt
deals with the meaning of an Egyptian identity and national independence in a globalizing world dominated
economically and culturally by the United States. In Greek culture, a reflection of the quo 's of society can be
seen in the heroes of their myths.


